I. INTRODUCTION
Bank capital requirements are a key tool in regulators' armory because bank capital can serve several key functions, including being used as a cushion for absorption of bank losses, as risk restraint, and as a market monitoring and discipline mechanism.
1 On the basis of these assumptions bank failures should be a very rare phenomenon in the era of Basel Capital Accords. However, flawed capital structures were one of the most decisive factors in the string of bank failures we witnessed during the global financial crisis (GFC). Beyond the impact of high debt on creditor (including banking counterparties) confidence, excessive leverage influences shareholder preferences and bank manager behavior giving rise to socalled leverage agency costs.
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In general, there are three types of leverage: (i) "balance sheet," (ii) economic leverage, and (iii) embedded, respectively based on-balance-sheet concepts, marketdependent future cash flows, and market risk. 3 Balance sheet leverage is the most recognized form as it is the most visible. It measures the ratio at which the value of a firm's assets exceeds its equity base. Banks typically leverage themselves by borrowing to acquire more assets, with the aim of increasing their return on equity. Economic leverage means that a bank is exposed to a change in the value of a position by an amount that exceeds what the bank paid for it. 4 Finally, embedded leverage refers to holding a position that is itself leveraged. 5 There is no single measure that can capture all three dimensions of leverage simultaneously. As a result, the EU Capital Requirements Regulation has provided a binding definition of what constitutes leverage, which firmly extends to balance sheet and economic leverage and catches embedded leverage only by implication and to the extent that measuring an institution's embedded leverage is possible. 6 1 Elliot (2010) 2 A term I first coined in Avgouleas and Cullen (2015) 3 D'Hulster (2009); also see European Banking Federation (2010, 4) . 4 A typical example is a loan guarantee, which is a contingent commitment that may materialize in the future but it does not presently appear in the balance sheet (D'Hulster 2009, 1-2). 5 A simple example is a minority investment held by a bank in an equity fund that is itself funded by loans. While critical for the stability of the financial institutions and of the financial system, embedded leverage is extremely difficult to measure; see D'Hulster (2009, 2) . 6 "(93) 'leverage' means the relative size of an institution's assets, off-balance sheet obligations and contingent obligations to pay or to deliver or to provide collateral, including obligations from received funding, made commitments, derivatives or repurchase agreements, but excluding obligations which can only be enforced during the liquidation of an institution, compared to that institution's own funds; (94) 'risk of excessive leverage' means the risk resulting from an institution's vulnerability due to leverage or contingent leverage that may require unintended corrective measures to its business plan, including distressed selling of assets which might result in losses or in valuation adjustments to its remaining assets." On prudential requirements for credit institutions and investment firms and amending Regulation (EU) No 648/2012 , OJ L 176/1, 27.6.2013 . This official definition requires extensive
Issues of definition and scope blighted earlier attempts to regulate banking via leverage ratios. The chief example was the US ratio, which totally failed to capture the perilous state of the US banks in the period before the collapse of Lehman Brothers in September 2008. The reason for that was that prior to the GFC, the US required its banks to report on a simplified leverage ratio, based on banks' Tier 1 capital ratio and their total on-balance-sheet risk-weighted assets (RWAs). 7 As explained in section IV, below, banks engaging in a spate of assets substitution and securitizations could easily meet the Basel risk-weighted requirements, while they remained perilously leveraged. The proven ineffectiveness of leverage ratios that focused on on-balance-sheet exposures and the perceived superiority of risk weights as a measure of bank exposures meant that the earlier debate on bank leverage ratios was largely dismissive of their actual merits.
Today leverage ratios have made an impressive and largely unopposed return, mostly used alongside risk-weighted capital requirements. The reasons for this return are manifold and are not limited to the fact that banks equity levels in the wake of GFC were exceptionally thin, necessitating a string of costly bailouts. Four other factors have been as important. First is the world's revulsion with debt following the GFC and the eurozone crises as well as the debacle surrounding the debt ceiling of the US government. Secondly is the universal acceptance of Minsky's ideas about the nature of the financial system and its role in the real economy, 8 especially when debt levels become unsustainable, triggering a chain of defaults. Third is the experience of the GFC, ensuing acceptance of Minsky's ideas, and related earlier research on the role of the financial sector as an agent of instability. This shifted regulatory attention from the level of the financial institution (so-called macroprudential regulation) to the level of the financial system (macroprudential regulation). This shift has guided a rich vein of socalled macroprudential thinking that is essentially studying the importance of the interaction of the credit channel with asset price levels, as well as the impact of macroeconomic developments on financial stability. This research has moved somewhat clarification of how balance sheet and off-balance sheet exposures will be measured for the purpose of calculating a leverage ratio. 7 Banks were rated on the "BOPEC" system (the condition of the BHC's bank subsidiaries, other nonbank subsidiaries, parent company, earnings, and capital adequacy) to determine the level of capital required. Those banks that scored highly on this system were required to hold Tier 1 capital of 3 percent of RWAs, whilst those that scored poorly were required to hold 4 percent. These rules have since been updated. See "Risk-Based Capital Guidelines: Market Risk," 77 Fed. Reg. 53,060 (Final Rule, Aug. 30, 2012) (12 C.F.R pts. 3, 208, 225, 325, 217, 324) . 8 For a restatement and a summary of the "financial instability hypothesis," see Minsky (1992) . The original conception is described in Minsky (1970) . Minsky built on earlier works on the role of debt by two famous twentieth-century economists. See Keynes (1936) and Fisher (1933) .
away from Minsky 9 and the previous paradigm, which examined the impact of the credit channel on levels of economic activity, 10 and it looks at the impact of the macroeconomy on financial stability. 11 The best example of the causal link between excessive debt, asset bubbles, and financial instability was the Spanish and Irish banking crises, which were caused by nothing more sophisticated than straightforward bank loans to real estate developers who were riding the wave of gigantic real estate bubbles. 12 The fourth and largely unspoken reason is that in an environment of excessive liquidity due to very low interest rates and quantitative easing (QE), leverage ratios are a key part of the macroprudential framework. Accordingly, leverage ratios are seen by their proponents not just as a microprudential measure intending to increase bank resilience but also as a way to decrease levels of indebtedness in the wider economy. This is especially the case under conditions of excessive liquidity, when the central bank cannot or is unwilling to use the monetary instrument, whether due to economic growth concerns or because of the uniformity of interest rates in a monetary union, or even due to flawed ideas about inflation measurement and growth.
This paper discusses leverage ratios as both a microprudential and macroprudential measure. As such it explores contemporary rationales and uses of leverage ratios in banking and explains the role of the leverage cycle in causing financial instability. It also sheds light on the impact of leverage restraints on good bank governance. In this context the paper also discusses some of the disadvantages of leverage ratios, as highlighted in earlier and contemporary academic and regulatory debate. Accordingly, the paper is divided in five sections in addition to the introduction.
Section II explains the nature and impact of the leverage cycle and examines the drivers of excessive leverage in banking. Section III explains the adverse impact of excessive leverage on both financial stability and allocative efficiency. Section IV uses both a microprudential and a macroprudential perspective to shed light on some known and a number of novel ways (as identified by the author) in which leverage ratios augment financial stability. Section V considers the impact of bank leverage ratios on economic growth. Section VI offers an analysis of the contemporary framework for bank leverage ratios, especially as implemented in the UK, the US, and Canada. The final section concludes.
9 Hellwig (2014) 10 Kiyotaki and Moore (1997) . 11 E.g., Hellwig (2014) . 12 FitzGerald (2009); Dellepiane, Hardiman, and Las Heras (2013) ; Alcidi and Gros (2012) .
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IΙ. THE LEVERAGE CYCLE AND DRIVERS OF EXCESSIVE LEVERAGE
A. The Leverage Cycle
The dynamic feedback properties of leverage, volatility, and asset prices form the socalled leverage cycle. Market participants tend to behave in a procyclical fashion and the capacity to leverage balance sheets permits them to engage in greater speculation on asset prices than unleveraged investors, if speculation is the principal motive behind their decision to borrow and their equity losses in the event of a gamble going badly are lower-than-expected payoffs. 13 The leverage cycle has been examined closely in recent years, especially in the post-2008 period. 14 One of the most worrying characteristics of the leverage cycle is that while the risks it creates do seem Gaussian they can also give rise to fat tails. This means that planning a protection scheme against such rises may not always be viewed as a priority as they will probably be seen as negligible. Moreover as leverage is cyclical, so is the rise and fall of asset prices.
15
Nonetheless, it is far from clear what triggers deleveraging. Namely, whether a fall in asset prices comes first followed afterwards by a fall in levels of new debt or vice versa. While the credit cycle should not be confused with the so-called "leverage cycle," 16 the signature of the leverage cycle is also rising asset prices in tandem with rising levels of indebtedness, followed later by falling asset prices and deleveraging. The most important risk associated with leverage is the speed of deleveraging in a downturn.
Thus, it may often prove difficult to prevent a "leverage cycle crash," 17 which critically will lead to increased margin calls (so-called "margin calls spiral") and probably to an evaporation of liquidity and a credit crunch. Fostel and Geanakoplos (2013) . The authors have explained the cross-sectional implications of multiple leverage cycles, which invariably lead to contagion, flight to collateral, and swings in the issuance volume of the highest quality debt. 15 Fostel and Geanakoplos (2013, 31) . 16 "A Leverage Cycle is a feedback between asset prices and leverage, whereas a Credit Cycle is a feedback between asset prices and borrowing." Of course a leverage cycle always produces a credit cycle. But the opposite is not true. See Fostel and Geanakoplos (2013) . 17 "Leverage cycle crashes always occur because of a coincidence of three factors. The bad news itself lowers the prices. But it also drastically reduces the wealth of the leveraged buyers, who were leveraged the most precisely because they are the most optimistic buyers. Thus the purchasing power of the most willing buyers is reduced. And most importantly, if the bad news also creates more uncertainty, then credit markets tighten and leverage will be reduced, just when the optimists would like to borrow more, making it much harder for the optimists and any potential new buyers to find funding." See Fostel and Geanakoplos (2013, 28) . 18 Brunnermeier and Pedersen (2009) 6 system as a whole-is that it causes or inflates asset bubbles, due to a feedback effect on asset prices.
Intuitively, one would expect that in a fair-value environment a rise in asset prices would boost bank equity or net worth as a percentage of total assets. Stronger balance sheets would result in a lower leverage multiple. Conversely, in a downturn, asset prices and the net worth of the institution would fall and the leverage multiple would be likely to increase. 19 Contrary to intuition, however, empirical evidence has shown that bank leverage rises during boom times and falls during downturns. Leverage tends to be procyclical because the expansion and contraction of bank balance sheets amplifies rather than contains the credit cycle. Fostel and Geanakoplos (2013) 
B. Drivers of Bank Leverage
A debt-financed corporation is, in principle, as efficiently funded as an equity-financed one. 28 But, in reality, bank capital structures are a function of the relative costs of capital. 29 Invariably, the costs of raising equity capital exceed those in relation to raising debt finance, as equity capital is perceived to be riskier than debt. 30 In addition, debt finance enjoys a more favorable tax treatment, as interest payments are deducted from tax liabilities whereas dividends are taxed as income. In the absence of a bail-in risk, or when depositors and senior debt holders are exempted from bail-in, bank creditors are exposed to a much lower level of risk than the aggregate risk level of the entire pool of bank assets, and thereby receive much lower returns. In contrast, bank equity holders are exposed to much greater risks and therefore receive higher returns on investment.
Increased equity requirements will therefore, in general, increase the costs of capital.
31
So the first driver of bank leverage relates to relative costs of financing balance sheet expansion and that's regardless of the documented too-big-to-fail subsidy that may diminish with the influx of bail-in regimes.
32
While cost of funding is a fundamental factor behind bank leverage levels, this cost is not merely a matter of preferential tax treatment. Debt cost advantages also relate to macroeconomic conditions prevalent at particular points in the business cycle. If the costs of borrowing are artificially low, due to prevailing national and global conditions of excessive liquidity, extensively insured deposits, or because of quantitative easing, 25 Laeven and Levine (2009, 259); Chen, Steiner, and Whyte (2006, 30) ; Saunders et al. (1990, 643) 26 Avgouleas and Cullen (2015) 27 "[I]n benign markets with no recent history of negative events managers will potentially take high risks, as they essentially underestimate low-probability, high-risk events […] The reward structures currently observed in the banking and investment industry can play their part in cyclical risk taking because they exacerbate the short-term focus and provide incentives for disaster myopia." (Financial Services Authority 2009, 4.24-4.27 ) 28 See Modigliani and Miller (1958) . 29 The non-conformity in risk between bank debt and bank equity is, of course, compounded by the fact that debt instruments are afforded generous tax treatment; see Stone (1967, 42) . 30 Furthermore, if a bank is forced to raise funds externally, its shareholders will prefer the raising of debt to equity, as any increase in equity funding will dilute their shareholdings. This largely refutes the "capital structure irrelevance principle" first proposed by Modigliani and Miller (1958) . 31 For a rejoinder to this argument, see Admati et al. (2011 Admati et al. ( /rev. 2013 . 32 On this issue, see Avgouleas and Goodhart (2015) . incentivizing increased use of uninsured debt to fund bank assets. 35 Excessive liquidity leads to a generalized underpricing of risk testing to its limits creditor discipline, as they chase higher yields in an artificially low interest rate environment. In addition, banks focusing on return on equity (RoE) will feel obliged to exploit this underpricing of risk to leverage and expand their balance sheet to increase profitability.
36
The relative riskiness of bank asset portfolios is driven largely by the preferences of the category of each agent class (deposit guarantor, shareholder, or manager) that dominates bank decision making. Based on this classification, banks, which are dominated by shareholder decision making, favor the highest level of risk, followed by manager-dominated banks and, lastly, by banks dominated by depositguarantors. To the extent therefore that capital requirements may influence bank behavior, governance arrangements in those institutions will inevitably be affected. 37 It follows that shareholder-dominated banks will, in the absence of leverage constraints, pile up leverage: shareholders have a clear conflict of interests when choosing a bank's capital structure and they normally prefer to finance balance sheet expansion through debt. 38 Admati et al. (2014) have vividly explained the reasons for shareholders' persistent preference of high leverage. 39 While premature debt redemption in good times favors creditors as the bank will become safer and less likely to fail in bad times, therefore lowering creditor risks, bondholders will inevitably ask to hand in their bonds to be redeemed for a price higher than the prevailing market price. Thus, early redemption will eat into bank profits leaving shareholders worse off without any clear compensating benefit on the share price that might even decline as lower leverage clearly points to lower levels of future profitability. This makes the upfront cost of early 33 Keeley and Furlong (1990) 34 Shleifer and Vishny (1992) 35 Diamond and Rajan (2001) 36 Shareholder preference for debt is independent of any too-big-to-fail subsidies in Admati et al. (2012) model and this assumption is pretty sound. 37 See Jeitschko and Jeung (2005) . These results are robust when adjusted for incomplete asset markets, limited liability, and shareholder-value-maximizing banks; see Rochet (1992) 38 Admati et al. (2014) 39 Admati et al. (2014) tax redemption undesirable to shareholders. However, this shareholder preference for high leverage may have a so-called "ratchet effect" whereby worthy projects are ignored by an over-leveraged bank in favor of lower quality loans. 40 It follows that in the absence of controls on leverage, all that was required, even in the case of benign senior managers, was to imitate competitor business strategies and herd.
At the same, bank management may use asset substitution to shift risks, a process made much easier through leverage, 41 especially where capital regulations allow/foster this process. The possibility of regulatory arbitrage may mean that banks select asset portfolios with higher risk in order to maximize return on capital. 42 Risk weighting of assets in bank portfolios ought to mitigate these effects somewhat, assuming that risk weights were accurate, 43 in the absence of asset substitution. But it is clear that banks push many risks off balance sheet and actively manage risk weights. 44 This process has been made much easier in the past thirty years, thanks to excessive use of financial innovation and permitted agglomeration of banking and trading books. I discuss the impact of permitted risk-weight optimization on bank capital structures in section IV.A, below.
Conglomeration and the ability to hide risk or losses also play a key role in the choice of bank capital structures, although there is a dual causality here, since size also rendered banks immune to failure. 45 In general, financial innovation and the ability to "optimize" capital structure through leverage were key factors behind the growth of mega-banks in the 2000s. In the case of transactional banking, leverage can be the catalyst for rapid building of bank asset size. 46 But, as leverage reduced the impact of trading positions on cash flows, it enabled banks to reduce the amount paid from the outset, upon conclusion of a financial contract, particularly when derivatives are used.
47
Financial innovation allowed financial institutions to trade in notional amounts and leverage their trading positions on the basis of thin margins or borrowed collateral. This fueled the expansion of trading book and (to a lesser extent) lending book assets, on the basis of a thin capital base. These techniques increased risk-taking not only because there was no obvious limit to the kind and size of financial bets a bank could take but 40 Admati et al. (2014) 41 Acharya, Mehran, and Thakor (2010) 42 Kahane (1977) ; Koehn and Santomero (1980) 43 Bradley, Wambeke, and Whidbee (1991) ; Kim and Santomero (1988) 44 Discussed in detail in part IV; see Goodhart (2011) . 45 Avgouleas (2009) 46 Boot (2001); Boot and Thakor (2000) 47 Blundell-Wignall and Atkinson (2012) also because trading positions are easy to bury in a big bank's balance sheet-a possible explanation for financial industry's lobbying towards conglomeration in the 1990s.
48
Finally, because leveraged institutions are also likely to be more opaque, evaluating the riskiness of their operations may be difficult. Banks' ability to borrow heavily to alter financial risks permits them to engage in asset substitution more readily than non-financial firms, 49 and hide problems in their asset books. 50 In the presence of significant managerial incentives to adopt a leveraged capital structure, the ease with which risks are shifted increases incentives for banks to grow their balance sheets.
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III. THE ADVERSE IMPACT OF EXCESSIVE LEVERAGE ON FINANCIAL STABILITY AND ALLOCATIVE EFFICIENCY
A. Impact on Financial Stability
Banks facilitate greater leverage amongst non-financial companies, yet they are also highly leveraged themselves, increasing the probability of risks arising from debt contracts. 52 Leverage exacerbates the danger of contagion in the banking system and exacerbates the transmission of risks from the financial system to the real economy for a number of reasons. First, in giving rise to credit and asset price cycles, excessive leverage contributes to macroeconomic booms and busts, 53 so-called asset bubbles 54 and crashes. 55 Driven as they are by flawed assumptions concerning fundamental value or by competitive pressures, bubbles have the potential to cause serious economic damage once they burst. It is clear that leverage increases in boom years when banks finance riskier loans, and recedes during periods of economic contraction. 56 Thus, in periods of market booms, as asset markets typically become inflated, investors' appetite for risk 48 This part of the paper draws on Avgouleas (2015) . 49 Merton (1977) 50 Levine (2004) ; Myers and Rajan (1998) 51 Morgan (2002) 52 Turner (2010) 53 Geanakoplos (2010a) 54 "Bubbles" are a ubiquitous phenomenon in modern capitalist development. The bubble taxonomy has been described as: "The process is characterised by competitive herd behaviour which … produce[s] widespread and gross asset mispricing which [is] eventually and dramatically corrected." See Kay (2001) . For a detailed description and explanation of the many bubbles to afflicted asset markets throughout history see Kindleberger and Aliber (2005) . 55 Adrian and Shin (2010) 56 Delis, Tran, Tsionas (2011) and speculation is amplified. Asset price growth at these higher rates, however, may be "incompatible with the potential for overall, real economic expansion." 57 Secondly, as already noted, leverage contributes to procyclicality because of the compound effect that increased borrowing may have on asset prices. It follows that the negative effects of leverage are felt more keenly in times of general financial distress.
58
Investors are aware that the capital reserves of highly-levered institutions will be wiped out in the event of negligible asset price falls. 59 Thus, in a downturn, a bank with a highly levered balance sheet will suffer loss of confidence much earlier and faster than less-leveraged institutions. This leaves the financial system vulnerable to episodes of market panic, where asset price deflation and fire sales can quickly lead to mass insolvencies.
60
Moreover, even where insolvency is not an immediate threat, potential regulatory initiatives asking highly levered banks to sell assets to bolster capital in the event of distress could inadvertently create problems for other financial institutions. The decision to sell assets is likely to lead to downward pressure on asset prices. This can give rise to a market shock, or exacerbate one in the event of systemic disruption, when the entire banking sector is forced to deleverage. 61 For example, collateralized debt contracts with margin calls (ubiquitous in bank trading), if leveraged, increase fat tail distributions and clustered volatility. 62 These distributions, when coupled with the effect of any repricing of collateral, exacerbate downward price spirals. The damage inflicted by deleveraging phases on both the financial system and the real economy is often significant, 63 and where borrowing levels have risen to unsustainable levels, it may lead to GDP reduction, negating the growth gains initially made due to high leverage.
B. Allocative Efficiency Impact
Apart from an adverse impact on financial stability, the most significant drawback of excessive leverage is so-called "debt overhang," which reduces the efficiency of bank lending. It prevents firms from borrowing (and banks from lending) money to finance 57 Delis, Tran, Tsionas (2011) 58 Shleifer and Vishny (2011) 59 If a bank loses $1 million and equity capital stands at 3 percent of its balance sheet, then the bank attempting to deleverage must liquidate more than $33 million worth of assets just to maintain that 3 percent ratio. 60 Gennaioli, Shleifer, and Vishny (2010) 61 Adrian and Shin (2010) 62 Thurner, Farmer, and Geanakoplos (2010) 63 BCBS (2011, 69 and 189) investment, even where that investment is guaranteed to produce a return, because of the earlier excessive borrowing and resulting fragile capital structures. Firms with large debt-equity ratios will therefore pass up valuable investment opportunities, even where those opportunities would lead to an increase of the firm's net value. Where bank capital falls (for example, due to asset repricing) it will prove extremely difficult for a bank to escape debt overhang and worthwhile investments will be sacrificed in favor of asset sales and deleveraging.
In these circumstances, if regulators require a replenishment of the bank's capital base, the bank will be unable, or unwilling, to extend credit to worthwhile borrowers.
This, by implication, reduces the overall volume of funding available to finance projects and creates inefficiencies in the allocation of funds. Thus, highly levered banks eventually make less efficient investment decisions 64 resulting in both underinvestment due to the debt overhang 65 and misallocation of resources. Accordingly, overborrowing (and investment) during boom times is followed by a serious halt on new investment during a downturn triggering a liquidity asphyxia and of course a sharp correction/fall in asset prices. 66 Both developments tend to have chain effects on economic activity and employment rates as well on savings ratios.
IV. THE BANK LEVERAGE RATIOS AND CAPITAL REGULATIONS: A MICRO-AND MACROPRUDENTIAL PERSPECTIVE
A. Bank Leverage Ratios: A Microprudential Perspective i. Adverse selection
There is evidence that leverage restrictions may not reduce risk. Even if the risk of individual assets remains constant, bank managers may be incentivized into choosing assets with more highly correlated returns. 67 Accordingly, as this argument goes leverage ratios may encourage banks to increase the riskiness of their asset portfolio not decrease it, a classic Goodhart's Law outcome. In the view of many this concern was precisely the rationale for seeking risk sensitivity in the Basel framework in the first place. 68 In many ways reluctance to regulate leverage stemmed from a fear that it would affect economic growth without making banks safer, since banks would evade the "crippling" profit 64 See Hanson, Kashyap, and Stein (2011); Stein (2011) . 65 Myers (1977) 66 See also Occhino and Pescatori (2010) . 67 Gale (2010) 68 See, in general, Schoenmaker (2014) .
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consequence of a strict leverage ratio by focusing on high-return projects, which are riskier in most cases. Namely, as this argument goes, leverage ratios are bound to create perverse incentives. 69 The fact that leverage ratios do not distinguish between different types of bank assets on the basis of their riskiness could mean that banks felt encouraged to build up relatively riskier balance sheets or to expand their off-balance-sheet activity. 70 In addition, the lack of risk weighting in the calculation of leverage ratios could penalize prudent banks holding substantial portfolios of highly liquid, high-quality assets.
Nonetheless, for a ring-fenced or Volcker-separated bank the room for repositioning its balance sheet to assume riskier assets is drastically limited, perhaps unduly so. Therefore, this risk for ring-fenced or Volcker-separated banks is rather exaggerated. Moreover, by eliminating the agency costs excessive leverage generates by virtue of this effect on senior executive behavior and the "ratchet" effect, discussed by Admati et al. (2014) , 71 whereby worthy projects are ignored by an over-leveraged bank in favor of lower quality loan, 72 a leverage ratio is more likely to improve rather than deteriorate the quality and riskiness of bank loans. Moreover, given the number of other restrictions imposed on the formal banking sector post-2008, it is possible that instead of a shift to riskier assets banks would focus on extracting a premium from their existing customer relationships leading to marked improvement of their customer services and banking products.
ii. Basel I & II risk-weighted asset ratios and regulatory arbitrage: a license to leverage?
Well-calibrated bank capital requirements should be able to both prevent banks from assuming excessive risk and compel banks to build sufficient capital cushions to absorb
losses. Yet this is not what our recent experience says. At the heart of the GFC were severely under-capitalized banks. The main mechanism through which additional leverage became embedded within the financial system involved asset substitution by banks to circumvent capital requirements. This process led to capital structure reporting that was misleading.
Whilst asset levels increased markedly in the years leading up to the GFC, reported leverage internal-ratings-based (IRB) approach to the Basel Accords to manage RWAs in a manner that allows banks to comply with higher capital requirements with very small increases in the proportion of common equity. This has resulted in several large European banks being financed with very low levels of common equity, despite being "well-capitalized" in terms of Tier 1 risk-based capital. In fact, this pattern is replicated, to a certain extent, by US mega-banks. 79 Interestingly enough, more recent research confirms that RWO has not abated since the GFC.
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Much RWO was achieved through employment of securitization models, as it was assumed that by diversifying and spreading risk throughout the financial system through securitization, the financial system would be more stable and more resilient to shocks. 81 However, much of the credit risk remained in the banking system, as some of 78 The securitization process may be used to convert lower-grade individual financial products into highergrade securities; see Stein (2010) . 79 Norton (2013) 80 Blundell-Wignall and Atkinson (2012) 81 See also on this Wachter (2015) .
the most active purchasers of structured financial products were banks themselves:
approximately 50 percent of asset-backed AAA-securities remaining within the banking system were merely adding to total bank leverage. 82 In addition, benefiting from the manipulation of capital regulations, banks switched away from loans into structured financial products, which attracted higher capital relief.
In the period leading up to the GFC, RWO was practiced by all banks, e.g., Northern
Rock, not just the larger banks that enjoyed the too-big-to-fail subsidy. Essentially, banks funded a large amount of their assets with short-term liabilities 83 through the use of conduits and off-balance-sheet vehicles. 84 These conduits raised funds by selling short-term assetbacked commercial paper, with the assets concerned usually comprising mortgage pools and secured loans. 85 Because these conduits funded themselves with short-term debt, any loss of confidence or liquidity pressures due to a reduction in buyers of commercial paper would quickly destroy their viability, indirectly exposing the sponsor bank to funding liquidity risk.
To offset this risk, banks granted credit facilities and guarantees to their conduits; however sponsor banks remained liable for any losses arising from the conduit.
These risks were attenuated by the increasing maturity mismatch on the balance sheet of investment banks, which funded many of their operations through repurchase agreements ("repos"). According to estimates, investment bank repo financing doubled between 2000 and 2007 and in this way it exposed the investment banks to potential liquidity shortfalls, if repo financing became compromised. 86 Large banks also enjoyed privileged access to these supplies of short-term debt over and above their access to depositor finance, so they were presumed to be safe in the event of a liquidity crisis. In practice very few large banks were able to raise funds to bolster their capital once the GFC unfolded. In 2007 the short-term debt market collapsed 87 ruining the solvency of many institutions, which were found to be severely undercapitalized.
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82 Acharya, Schnabl, and Suarez (2010) 83 In theory, short-term debt can enforce market discipline through the threat of withdrawal of funding; see Calomiris and Kahn (1991) . 84 US depository institutions increasingly funded their total assets by borrowing in short-term debt markets. In the 1960s, approximately 2 percent of US banks' balance sheets were funded in these markets and by 2008 this had reached 22 percent; see Blair (2013 One of the key reasons for this perverse, at first glance, behavior was that credit lines to conduits were subject to less than 20 percent capital requirements than were required against on-balance-sheet assets, provided that such lines had a term of less than a year. 89 Thus, most banks extended credit lines to conduits that had duration of 364 days or less and did not retain capital buffers with which to withstand heavy losses from conduits. 90 By 2007, commercial banks' off-balance-sheet vehicles had total assets of $2.2 trillion, more than the assets of hedge funds ($1.8 trillion) and more than half of the total of the five largest investment banks ($4 trillion). 91 However, these conduits exposed sponsor banks to identical risks as those related to on-balance-sheet financing.
These banks suffered the greatest losses and lost most in equity valuation during the GFC.
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Admittedly, the new Basel III liquidity requirements go a long way to at least curb this perverse reliance on short-term funding. Yet there are additional arguments mitigating in favor of introduction of leverage ratios from a microprudential perspective.
First, the Basel system of risk weights has also been criticized as excessively complex and highly difficult to understand, rendering it ineffective as a source of market discipline, also given its susceptibility to gaming. See Brunnermeier (2009, 80-81) ; see also Acharya and Schnabl (2009 See Ingves (2013, 6) . 100 Blundell-Wignall and Atkinson, (2011) . These variations are surely intolerable in an era of global banking. 101 As noted by Laurence Kotlikoff: "When trust takes a holiday, creditors find no comfort in capital ratios … banks' opacity makes it impossible to verify if their capital ratios are as high as advertised." See Kotlikoff (2012, 27) . 102 See on this Avgouleas (2011, 71-110) .
liquidity facilities to these vehicles exposed them to appreciable risks in the event of disruption of payments to the SPV by the original borrowers, e.g., due to a disruption in borrower households' income. Moreover, they held structured credit instruments on their own balance sheet, exposing themselves to embedded leverage and increasing their asset-liability mismatch and their funding liquidity risk.
OECD has found that Basel Tier 1 capital levels were not a statistically significant predictor of default risk. When analyzed on the basis of unweighted leverage ratios, however, a significant statistical link was present. 103 As noted by the authors of the study a simple leverage ratio is a much better predictor of default risk than RWA measures, which are invariably subjected to RWO. 104 In the same mode, Andy Haldane of the Bank of England has put together a persuasive set of tables showing that leverage has been a better predictor of bank survival than capital.
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Here it should be noted that, as already mentioned, while the US had a leverage ratio as a prudential tool, it failed to give any warning signs; as a result US banks were at the center of the GFC. Nonetheless, in this case it was the ratio's inability to catch off-balancesheet exposures in a period that US banks were massively engaged in off-balance-sheet activity. As a result, the leverage ratio did not produce any warning signs. This means that the way the leverage ratio is calculated and how off-balance-sheet exposures are accounted for as part of bank assets is a process as important as identifying the right ratio.
iii. Governance Benefits
As I have argued elsewhere, the issue of managerial incentives at banks is heavily intertwined with the overarching issue of bank leverage. 106 The reason for this is quite simple and in accord with fundamental assumptions of classical corporate governance about alignment of managers' and owners' incentives. The portfolio preferences of the class of agent with most influence over bank investment strategies and loan direction (the class of agents being deposit-guarantor, manager, or shareholder) is of fundamental importance. At one end of the scale-banks dominated by deposit guarantors-the banks concerned will favor low levels of leverage because of the incentives they have to minimize the cost of bank failures to the insurance system, even if this results in suboptimal debt levels from the 103 See Blundell-Wignall and Roulet (2013) . For this study, the OECD examined a sample of 94 US and EU internationally active commercial banks and broker dealers with market capitalizations of over $5 billion, over the period 2004-11. 104 Blundell-Wignall and Roulet (2013, 16) 105 Haldane and Madouros (2012, 14) 106 Avgouleas and Cullen (2015) viewpoint of efficiency. On this basis, regulatory provisions to manage bank capital levels indirectly affect the asset choice of the bank. 107 Manager-dominated banks will generally target a higher level of risk than those run in the interests of deposit guarantors, although they would not wish to run excessive risks relative to shareholders due to two main considerations: (i) once a bank fails it loses its charter value, retention of which is the primary incentive for managers as the source of their private benefits; 108 and (ii) their interests, unlike those of shareholders, are generally non-diversifiable. Accordingly, corporate governance arrangements, which have as their purpose to incentivize managers to act like shareholders may have pronounced effects on bank risk-taking and leverage.
Clearly, where managerial rewards are contingent on shareholder returns, this naturally places limits on analyzing shareholders and managers as distinct stakeholder groups within banks. Senior managers are often subject to pressure to assume risk from both shareholders, who would wish to increase their profit, and from peer institutions' management who may take risks in order to compete more aggressively. Managers are incentivized to act in the financial interests of shareholders, especially via their compensation awards, and may be dismissed by shareholder-appointed boards, if the risk appetite of bank owners is not being satisfied; arguably there is a thin dividing line between the interests of owners and managers, which in the light of shareholders' capital structure preferences, will influence management decision making. Moreover, the above distinction 109 These factors will lead an equity value-maximizing shareholder to pursue excessive risk-including increased leverage. 110 Normally, shareholders prefer to hold the least amount of capital permitted by bank regulations because of the opportunity cost of retaining earnings, and it will be unlikely that market discipline will operate to prevent risk weights being manipulated, especially due to imperfect shareholder monitoring and managerial career concerns.
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Two of the key determinants of the stock price of a corporation are its earnings per share and the expected future growth rate of those earnings. More highly leveraged corporations earn higher RoE even where they are equally efficient in achieving returns on those assets. Evidence from UK banks is indicative: RoE increased from single figures in the beginning of the twentieth century to approximately 20 percent by the end of that century.
Right before the GFC, leverage had increased to around 30 percent. Haldane argues that virtually all of these returns may be explained by increased leverage. 112 The focus placed in the banking sector on achieving high RoE, most obviously designed to attract and maintain investors, is also strongly linked to bankers' compensation schemes, which, in rewarding superior RoE implicitly encourage higher leverage. This is particularly true in the absence of employee sanctions for failure including compensation clawback provisions (e.g., Section 954 of the Dodd-Frank Act; SEC Proposed Rule, 2015).
Furthermore, because leverage will amplify gains from both risky and riskless investments, and riskier assets generate higher returns, RoE targets incentivize asset risk.
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Research on bank performance during the GFC strongly suggests that asset write-downs were positively and significantly related to asset volatility and leverage. 114 The natural shorttermism of most large shareholders-who on average hold their shares for a matter of months-results in incentives for managers to adopt short-term investment horizons even where meeting the relevant targets results in excess risk. 115 On the other hand, even smaller shareholders with longer horizons-perhaps more eager to exercise their monitoring function-will face the natural boundary of complexity. 116 The importance of these factors was arguably evidenced in the GFC, in which banks with relatively high equity and performance-based compensation lost the most value. 117 In addition to profitability rates, more levered institutions may expand more quickly to capture market share, which in competitive markets provides incentives to assume greater leverage levels.
111 Avgouleas and Cullen (2014) 112 Haldane (2011) 113 Smith and Stulz (1985) 114 Chesney, Stromberg, and Wagner (2011) 115 See Graham, Harvey, and Rajgopal (2015) 116 Avgouleas and Cullen (2014) 117 Bebchuk, Cohen, and Spamann (2010); Chesney, Stromberg, and Wagner (2011) Regulations have been passed to discourage the use of performance-related pay (via pan-European bonus caps) or at least mold performance-based compensation toward a longer-term focus (through mandatory deferral of compensation and clawback). However, as discussed above, due to shareholder pressure, these measures will not lead to an eradication of incentives to operate with high leverage. Shareholders who favor debt over increased equity will install managers with appropriate risk tolerances and managers will behave accordingly to, at least, save their jobs.
B. Leverage Ratios as a Macroprudential Measure i. The macroprudential toolkit
When asset prices collapse, consumers default and the financial system amplifies the shock through fire sales and restriction of credit. Importantly, this view of macroprudential risk helps to explain the complex credit crunch dynamics, which may evolve between the traditional banking system and the shadow banking system, in the event of major asset (housing) price drops. Banks take deposits, make loans, and are subject to capital requirements. Non-bank intermediaries have higher risk tolerance levels and fund themselves through securitized assets, leaving them vulnerable to asset price falls and/or the drying up of liquidity in repo markets, a process, which, as explained above, blighted debt markets in the build up to and aftermath of the GFC.
It follows that macroprudential measures are designed with the principal aim of limiting the damage caused by fire sales at both retail and shadow banks, especially following a period of mortgage defaults. They aim to achieve this through three main channels: lowering lenders' losses; increasing banks' capital so that they may withstand losses from mortgage defaults; and preventing busts from quickly morphing into booms by limiting the effects of policies designed to support house prices following a bust from contributing to excessive price rises in the future. Goodhart et al. (2013) identify five forms of macroprudential policy that may be imposed in order to limit the fallout from defaults in the housing market from causing serious damage to the banking system, which may eventually leak out into the wider economy. 118 These are: (i) limits on loan-to-value ratios (LTV); (ii) higher capital requirements for banks; (iii) increased liquidity coverage ratios for banks; (iv) dynamic loan 22 loss provisioning for banks; and (v) margin requirements on repurchase agreements used by shadow banks.
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Arguably, these tools may act as complements or hindrances to one another, depending upon the situation they are used to tackle and the extent to which financial stability safety concerns are balanced with the need for credit to flow to the wider economy.
Thus, I examine below some of their key limitations.
(a) Liquidity regulation
In relation to liquidity requirements, forcing banks to hold a relatively high proportion of liquid assets will naturally reduce the supply of illiquid assets and mortgages will have to be securitized through issuance of longer-term bonds, which may not be feasible when markets are not very liquid. However, as with capital regulation, there are issues. Firstly, liquidity regulation is very procyclical. As with capital regulation, this is because if in bad times liquidity regulation becomes binding, banks will aim to securitize even more of their assets (being more liquid), which will add to any fire-sale trend in a downturn. Secondly, where a bank is forced by regulation to hold additional safe assets to satisfy liquidity ratios, the bank will "endogenously respond by recognizing that these assets allow them to raise more deposits."
(b) Dynamic provisioning
This concept would require banks in good times to build up cash buffers against potential future loss, and may therefore be compared with the countercyclical buffer of Basel III.
Depending upon the relative riskiness of the assets that banks must fund with cash, bank funding costs will increase to a corresponding degree. In the case of mortgages, banks will increase their interest rates in tandem with higher funding costs, which will restrict the availability of credit to some borrowers.
Of course, the task of refining regulations to counter instability generated by the relationship between housing markets and the banking system is highly complex. Severaloften competing-considerations must be balanced, especially governing the trade-off between financial stability concerns and the need to keep credit flowing to the real economy 121 and the interests of many different constituents relative to the bank must be weighed before optimal regulation can be achieved. Moreover, the idea that restricting mortgage growth through a combination of RWA capital requirements, liquidity rules, and the imposition of larger haircuts on repo transactions is not straightforward because of the procyclical nature of these instruments and the impact of rising asset values on them as a "restraint" factor.
There is no concentration limit placed on portfolios by the Basel Accords. Whilst counterparty exposure limits are included in revisions of the Accords, in calculating default risk, the risk-weighting system does not take into account the fact that institutions may be exposed to an entire market-such as the housing market-in determining banks' capital requirements. This so-called "portfolio invariance" is not reflective of the crucial importance of diversification on portfolio risk. On this basis, minimum capital requirements associated with any form of loan designed to mitigate credit risk rise in a linear way based on the asset type held, rather than based on the size of the exposure: on this basis, risk weights do "not penalize portfolio concentration." 122 This is a very important concern when bank lending is concentrated in, for example, overheating housing markets, without breaching large exposure limits. where property buyers present the same characteristics of foreign origin and high net wealth.
In the latter case, existing macroprudential measures have failed to show any appreciable traction on price levels in major cities that are an attraction for foreign buyers. 124 Schembri (2014) 125 See Avgouleas (2014) 24
ii. Leverage ratios as macroprudential stabilizers
Leverage ratios have a clear macroprudential effect, albeit not as a perfect substitute for the monetary instrument. First, as mentioned earlier, contrary to intuition empirical evidence has shown that bank leverage rises during boom times and falls during downturns, producing bubbles and crashes. On the other hand, leverage restraints can restrict leverage building up not just at the level of financial institution but also across the financial system. Even if there are other credit intermediation channels in the economy, e.g., shadow banking channels, and financial institution leverage is not the only important factor in building up the credit cycle, the fact that individual financial institutions are not excessively leveraged would mean that the speed of deleveraging in the economy will become much slower in a downturn.
This will make all the difference, especially in a medium-severity downturn when corporations or households have little incentive to deleverage sharply, as it will keep the flows of credit relatively steady, avoiding a liquidity asphyxia. As a result leverage ratios can restrict the leverage cycle and thus contain the often-devastating impact of a leverage cycle crash. 126 Secondly, it has an effect by placing a restraint on creditors under conditions of excessive liquidity since, even in the presence of a credible bail-in threats, excessive liquidity normally leads to a breakdown of creditor discipline; under such conditions they focus on their chase for yield in an artificially low interest rate environment. Finally, it is likely that the most important impact leverage ratios have, as opposed to RWAs, is a normative/moral one, in the form of a so-called "nudge." Namely, they might in reality act as rules of thumb when it comes to prudent lending and reminders of the impact of excessive debt and thus alleviating what Borio and others have termed "entrenched instability," where loose monetary policy precrisis is followed by an even looser one postcrisis.
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Arguably, it would be a folly to rely on bank leverage ratios to contain bubbles when so much business funding comes from shadow banks in the post-2013 period. At the same time, asset bubbles may really be, at least in part, the result of misaligned incentives among asset managers, 128 who are queuing (herding) to take advantage of excessive liquidity and asset rises. In addition the Spanish experience with dynamic pre-provisioning, which like 126 While they disagree with the Basel III leverage ratio, as regards the benefits of smoothing the "leverage cycle " Fostel and Yeanakoplos (2013) note: "Macroeconomic stability policy has concentrated almost entirely on regulating interest rates. But interest rates over the cycle in the Leverage Cycle example barely move. The leverage cycle suggests that it might be more effective to stabilize leverage than to stabilize interest rates." 127 "The risk of entrenching instability reflects a new form of time inconsistency, more insidious than the more familiar one in the context of inflation. Policies that are too timid in leaning against financial booms but that are then too aggressive and persistent in leaning against financial busts may end up leaving the authorities with no further ammunition over successive financial and business cycles." Borio (2014, 16) 128 Jones (2015) 25 leverage ratios (and unlike countercyclical buffers) acts as a constant ex ante restraint on excessive lending, simply did not work in the face of very low interest rates.
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Spanish authorities were using the measure both to augment bank stability and to account for the fact that given interest rate uniformity within the eurozone, where the ECB sets one interest rate for the entire Union, the cost of money in Spain was grossly underpriced, given other fundamental conditions in the country, including competitiveness and the rate of inflation. 130 Thus, pre-provisioning was used to put the brakes on bank lending as much as in order to make Spanish banks more resilient. Yet it failed to prevent the formation of gigantic asset bubbles. Given the acknowledged importance of the credit supply conditions for housing bubbles, 133 a potential solution to these issues would be to eliminate non-banks from the financial system. This would make the banking system much safer by reducing the supply of mortgages to the real economy and by lowering banks' aggregate exposure to the mortgage market. However, in terms of efficiency, this solution would be draconian. Mortgage prices would undoubtedly increase as their supply shrank and the costs of intermediating funds rose for banks. Further, banks would be deprived of an important risk-sharing mechanism for them to hedge and offset their liabilities.
V. LEVERAGE RATIOS AND ECONOMIC GROWTH
Proponents of high leverage contend that by reducing the costs of capital (by allowing banks to expand using debt rather than equity), leverage increases economic and allocative efficiency. The more credit is available to banks to extend, the more worthwhile projects are 129 See Estrada and Saurina (2015) ; both authors of this impressive paper are with Spanish Central Bank. 130 Estrada and Saurina (2015) 131 See Borio (2014) 132 Borio (2014, 10) ; see also Vinals (2012) . 133 Muellbauer (2012) 26 financed, and thus levels of capital investment in the economy increase. 134 In addition, DeAngelo and Stulz (2014) stress the liquidity function of banks and argue for lower levels of equity capital. 135 High leverage is optimal for banks in order to have a meaningful role in liquid-claim production (i.e., demandable deposits). Their model has a market premium for (socially valuable) safe/liquid debt in the form deposits, but no taxes or other traditional motives to lever up. Because only safe debt commands a liquidity premium, banks with risky assets use risk management to maximize their capacity to include such safe debt in the capital structure. DeAngelo and Stulz's model (2013, revised 2014) explains thus why banks have higher leverage than most industrial firms, and also that leverage limits for regulated banks impede their ability to compete with unregulated shadow banks.
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Another argument against restrictions on bank leverage is that such restrictions are bound to have an adverse impact on credit flows and consequently on economic growth. In many regions, and especially in the EU, banks are the largest single source of credit intermediation acting as vehicles for pooling public savings and transforming their maturities in order to serve long-term investment goals. Thus, leverage is fundamental to financial system development and economic growth, 137 especially in Europe, where rapid bank deleveraging due to the new capital requirements is shown to harm small firms' access to external funding. 138 A study published by the International Institute of Finance on the cumulative impact of Basel II capital requirements on economic growth suggests that the financial reforms under Basel III will lead to a 2.9 percent reduction in the level of real GDP by 2020, implying an annual GDP decline of 0.3 percent.
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Introduction of higher capital requirements in the banking sector has to balance several conflicting concerns, especially in relation to the potential adverse impact that leverage restrictions might have on the macroeconomic outlook. Besides risks inherent in modern banking could, arguably, be contained by other forms of capital requirements, liquidity standards, and the lender-of-last-resort facility.
Yet outside of the eurozone, which is an over-banked region and whose economy is disproportionately reliant on bank lending, the argument about the impact of leverage 134 There is increasing evidence to suggest that there is a point at which excess private credit and financial development within an economy may start to hamper economic growth; see Arcand, Berkes, and Panizza (2012) . 135 DeAngelo and Stulz (2014) 136 DeAngelo and Stulz (2014) 137 The contribution of bank credit and financial system development to economic development is thoughtfully demonstrated in Levine (1997 It is possible that the divergence between studies calculating the impact of leverage ratios (and other capital requirements) like the aforementioned IIF study is that the latter take into account historical data to quantify the financial stability benefits of new capital regulations. In countries like Switzerland and the US, where historical banking data is readily available, a study of the impact of higher capital requirements in these countries can ably measure, apart from costs, also the increased benefits of financial stability. On the other hand, once this is done requisite studies provide a strongly positive assessment of increased leverage ratios. The most recent empirical study, which has measured the impact from introduction of leverage ratios in Switzerland, has identified significant welfare gains instead of the feared losses.
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VI. NEW LEVERAGE RATIOS AND CAPITAL REGULATIONS
A. Is There an Optimal Bank Leverage Ratio?
There are many good reasons why common equity is regarded as a superior form of bank capital. Among the most important is the fact that equity is perpetual and thus irredeemably anchored to the solvency of the bank for the duration of its life as a going concern. In addition, it ranks last in the event of insolvency, and is capable of being used to absorb bank losses. Also, as explained earlier, higher amounts of equity capital improve bank governance http://faculty.wcas.northwestern.edu/~lchrist/research/Ikeda/manuscript_submitted.pdf 147 EU Commission (2015) 148 See Junge and Kugler (2012) 29 in two ways. First, higher levels of equity control shareholders' preference to maximize risk and return by taking on more debt and curbs their willingness to lend to risky projects. Thus, equity funding of bank assets lowers bank governance costs.
One of the most important questions surrounding capital regulation is how much bank capital is enough? An important factor that makes this question exceedingly complex is that banks, unlike other corporations, are not just allowed to use as "own funds" broader equity capital, including capital reserves and retained profit, but also serious amounts of convertible debt. To a number of commentators bank capital should not just account for possible bank losses on some abstract weight-based ratios of asset riskiness, which is the fundamental rationale of Basel standards. It should also be a means to contain banking's externalities and thus it should target those parts of the system that generate the highest amounts of risk, either on their own or due to interconnectedness, accounting thus for the social cost (externalities) of bank failures.
How much equity capital banks require is not an easy question to answer. Prima facie, there is a tradeoff between business efficiency and bank safety. Yet the view that bank equity is more expensive than debt has strongly been disputed in a classic work by Admati et al. (2011) . 149 This view is corroborated by other studies (and by historical experience) which find that that due to the social costs involved in their operation, banks must hold much higher levels of capital than banks have held so far and higher than the Basel requirements. 150 For example, Capie and Wood (2013) have found that British banks in the nineteenth century, during which there were a number of banking crises, responded to these crises by holding higher levels of capital. They show that banks adjusted their capital ratios according to the risks they assumed. capital requirements is twofold: (i) to reduce the probability of a public bailout and thus reduce the exposure of taxpayers; and (ii) to reduce incentives for managers to take excessive risks (and play games with risk). In fact, they make a clear distinction between costs to individual institutions (private costs) and overall economic (or social) costs. They estimate the long-run costs and benefits of having banks fund more of their assets with loss-149 Admati et al. (2011 Admati et al. ( /rev. 2013 . 150 Miles, Yang, and Marcheggiano (2011) 151 Capie and Wood (2013) 152 absorbing equity capital. The benefits are related to the reduction of the chance of banking crises, which generate substantial economic costs. The offset to any such benefits comes in the form of potentially higher costs of bank intermediation (e.g., higher lending rates or lower savings rates). They find that the amount of equity capital that is likely to be desirable for banks to use is very much larger than banks have used in recent years and also higher than targets agreed upon under the Basel III framework.
B. The New Leverage Regulations
Unsurprisingly as the theoretical debate about an optimal ratio remains inconclusive this pluralism is also reflected in recent measures across key G-20 jurisdictions aiming at the adoption of binding leverage by their banks. The Basel III Accord requires banks to have a minimum of 6 percent Tier 1 capital (comprising 4.5 percent common equity and retained earnings). In an attempt to counter the effects of inadequate disclosure of banks' capital positions, the BCBS also requires, as a backstop, that banks operate with a minimum leverage ratio of 3 percent. 153 Any bank with an unweighted leverage ratio of less than 3 percent will be deemed to be undercapitalized, although full implementation will not be achieved until 2018. The distinction between the two measures is that leverage ratios strip out the effects of risk-weighting models, and the ratios are calculated using the tightened definition of capital required under Basel III. 154 The ratio is designed to place a limit on the capacity of banks to leverage their capital base, and to provide safeguards against possible RWA modeling error. 155 Banks have been given until 2018 to comply fully with the leverage ratio.
Partly due to the extended timescale for Basel III implementation and partly due to the fact that the Basel III leverage ratio of 3 percent of non-weighted assets is arguably very low, certain jurisdictions have drawn up their own plans for imposing a leverage ratio. Many have chosen to go substantially higher than the Basel III 3 percent ratio.
The Federal Reserve is required to establish the enhanced risk-based and leverage capital requirements for "covered companies," i.e., bank holding companies with total consolidated assets of at least $50 billion and non-bank financial companies that the Financial Stability Oversight Council has designated for supervision by the 153 BCBS (2011, 61) ; the leverage ratio is defined as the quarterly average total assets less deductions that include goodwill, investments deducted from Tier 1 capital, and deferred taxes; see D'Hulster (2009, 2 162 Institutions must, however, report their simplified leverage ratios to regulators starting January 1, 2015.
The Canadian "assets to capital multiple" is a rather comprehensive leverage ratio, because it also measures economic leverage (to some extent). It is applied at the level of the consolidated banking group by dividing an institution's total adjusted consolidated assetsincluding some off-balance-sheet items-by its consolidated (Tier 1 and 2) capital. Under this requirement total adjusted assets should be no greater than 20 times capital, although a lower multiple can be imposed for individual banks by the Canadian supervisory agency, the Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions (OSFI). This is more conservative than the previous US incarnation of the leverage ratio-and the inclusion of off-balance-sheet items strengthens the ratio even more. Indeed, the stringency of Canada's leverage ratio has been cited as one factor-along with sound supervision and regulation, good cooperation between regulatory agencies, strict capital requirements, and conservative lending practices-contributing to the strong performance of its financial sector during the financial crisis. 163 In 2008 the Swiss regulator FINMA (Financial Market Supervisory Authority), in strengthening capital adequacy requirements, introduced a minimum leverage ratio under Pillar 2 of Basel II (supervisory review) solely for the country's two biggest banks, Credit Suisse and UBS. 164 The Swiss leverage ratio is based upon the Basel III definition of Tier 1 capital as a proportion of total adjusted assets and is set at a minimum of 3 percent at the consolidated level and 4 percent at the individual bank level. 165 Kellermann and Schlag (2013) . 168 See Miles and Ireland (2013) . 169 See Bank of England (2014) . 170 See Vickers (2011) . 171 This proposal won support from several leading UK central bankers, including Sir Mervyn King, former Governor of the Bank of England, and Andrew Haldane, Executive Director for Financial Stability at the Bank of England. Indeed, Haldane has argued for a leverage ratio of between 4 and 7 percent; see Haldane and Madouros (2012) . 172 Bank of England (2014, 6) 173 Bank of England (2014) between 1 percent and 2.5 percent. 174 On this basis, systemically important UK banks may have to comply with a minimum total leverage ratio of 4.95 percent, although this would only occur if the maximum CCB had been activated under the Basel III system. It is perhaps noteworthy that, notwithstanding these increases in the leverage requirement, there has been widespread relief amongst the UK banking industry that tougher regulations were not imposed.
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VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Unweighted leverage ratios raise four key concerns: (i) the fear of adverse selection; (ii) the scope of the ratio; (iii) cycle insensitivity; and (d) impact on economic growth and, to some extent, money circulation. Some of these questions have found convincing answers. The new generation of leverage ratios implemented in the US, Canada, the UK, and Switzerland are catching off-balance-sheet exposures, resolving issues of scope. There is lots of anecdotal but no hard evidence to point to the fact that higher leverage ratios increase the cost of lending. But as regards a possible adverse impact on economic growth, this is probably negligible in countries with developed capital markets like the UK or the US. Nonetheless, the picture in the eurozone may be sharply different.
In the case of the new generation of ring-fenced/separated commercial banks, the adverse selection risk refers less to choosing risky loans and more to possible overconcentrating on housing market loans and attendant exposure to the housing market cycle.
Finally, the Bank of England's ingenuous way of calculating and adjusting leverage on the basis of the movement of the economic cycle means that any concerns about unduly restricting lending during a downturn are largely ameliorated.
This paper has explained why properly calibrated leverage ratios may prevent wasteful use of capital and make financial institutions more resilient. They control asset substitution and risk shifting. Essentially, banks have to increase the size of their capital cushions, no matter the risk weighting of the relevant exposures and in proportion to the net increase in value of the bank assets. An unweighted leverage ratio is simple to apply and monitor and eliminates regulatory arbitrage, namely the bank's ability to engage in RWO restoring confidence in bank capital data that was severely undermined by the dual advent of risk-weighted capital requirements and financial innovation.
174 Bank of England (2014, 17) 175 Indicatively, see Fleming (2014) .
For the same reason, leverage ratios may remedy weaknesses of creditor monitoring of banks in the face of complexity and opacity of bank balance sheets. As explained earlier banks' access to significant funding sources allows them to engage in rapid and frequent asset substitution and banks may use this capacity to shift assets in order to grow their balance sheets beyond optimal levels, prejudicing creditor interests.
The foregone analysis has provided an extensive explanation of why a wellcalibrated leverage ratio can prove an effective measure for controlling rent seeking and for smoothing up the leverage cycle to improve bank governance; especially the governance benefits, partly hidden as they are, can prove very tangible. All bankers want to advance their careers or, at the very least, keep their jobs. When competitors pile up leverage to maximize RoE, even benign managers will follow the short-termist path and herd, notwithstanding that their compensation may be aligned to the bank's long-term performance. The natural consequence of excessive leverage is ever more risk-taking and rent seeking. Leverage, in combination with the general opacity of bank balance sheets and asset substitution, creates serious information asymmetries between bank management and their monitors, which merely adds to the ineffectiveness of market discipline in the banking sector.
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Finally, leverage ratios can prove an effective macroprudential measure aimed at stabilizing the financial system as a whole. They cannot, however, replace monetary policy, when they are used in a backdrop of excessive liquidity, due to very loose monetary policy or the reinvestment of trade surpluses, in the case of attractive (and open) host markets.
Therefore, the financial stability dilemmas surrounding loose monetary policies will remain an intractable economic policy and intellectual problem, even in the face of a new spate of well-thought out and well-calibrated leverage ratios like those being implemented in key financial centers. But by making the banking sector more resilient, the new generation of bank leverage ratios will at the very least substantially reduce endogenous risks and financial panics augmenting the stability of the financial system as a whole.
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